new products

Compiled by Gerry Van Treeck
Carlisle Coatings &
Waterproofing
Incorporated a
manufacturer of
waterproofing
products, introduces
MiraSEAL, a 100
percent-solids, cold
fluid-applied modified
polymer that cures
to form a flexible,
monolithic waterproofing membrane
suitable for vertical
and horizontal concrete substrates. This
single-component, moisturereacted, solvent and coal tarfree
product provides tenacious adhesion to above and below
grade concrete surfaces, even when moisture is present in the
concrete. Its 100 percent-solids formulation means MiraSEAL
provides complete waterproofing coverage without losing any
thickness during the curing process. For greater detail visit
Carlisle Coatings & Waterproofing at www.carlisle-ccw.com.

Jenny Products, Inc. announces four new models of belt-drive
cold pressure washers. Designed for heavy use, belt-drive
pressure washers provide a longer pump life than direct-drive
units. The extended service life is due to the pulley system,

which turns the pump significantly slower than if the pump
was coupled with the engine crankshaft. Additionally, the belt
absorbs engine vibration and allows the pump to be located
farther away from the engine heat. All models are designed for
maximum durability and portability to meet the demands of
commercial-duty applications. For more information, please
visit Jenny Products, Inc. at www.steamjenny.com.

Dectron Inc. introduces
The Ecosaire® EN
Series, a modularlyconstructed and energyefficient precision air
conditioning line for
data equipment centers,
telecommunications
rooms, digital switchgear sites, medical
equipment rooms,
electrical rack rooms,
internet server vaults
and other critical cooling environments. The EN Series offers models from 7.5 to 30
refrigeration tons, all which are modularly constructed as complete factory-assembled units or ready-to-assemble onsite kits to
fit through standard 80 x 36-inch doorways. The EN Series also
offers the highest air volume/sq. ft. and highest coil and filter
surface area/sq. ft. as well as an unmatched 95 to 98 percent
sensible heat ratio, all which makes it an efficient and green
precision air conditioning. For more information about Dectron
Inc. visit www.ecosaire.com.
Bemis Manufacturing Co.
launches Just-Lift® w/StaTite® Commercial Fastening
System™. Making life easier
for housekeepers and maintenance staff by combining new
proprietary hinge and fastening systems to make thorough
cleaning easier than ever while
speeding installations and
eliminating loose seats. The
lifted seat creates a 1.5-inch
gap between the seat and bowl
that enables easier and more
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thorough cleaning than traditional hinges allow. After cleaning,
the seat is just pushed down, making the hinge flush with the
bowl once more. For further information visit Bemis Manufacturing Co. at www.Sta-TiteSystem.com.

Big Ass Fans introduces Element. Big Ass Fans has developed air-circulation products that enhance comfort and

reduce heating and cooling costs in large industrial buildings
with high ceilings. The 12-20 ft. diameter Element fan for
commercial spaces was developed with the same principles
in mind. Element incorporates the core characteristics of
industrial Big Ass Fans, and refines them into a product that
is perfectly matched to the needs of educational spaces such as
cafeterias, libraries, and gymnasiums. Element is an energyefficient, silent air movement solution (produces less than 40
dBA at maximum operating speed) designed specifically for
large, air conditioned spaces. And with a variety of aesthetic
options available, Element can blend into surroundings or
become a true design feature of any environment. For more
information visit Big Ass Fans at www.bigassfans.com.

Nexstep Commercial Products (Exclusive Licensee of O-Cedar)
is proud to announce its new MaxiPlus® Microfiber Launderable Dust Mops. They provide an “ecofriendly” experience and
feature including “100 percent Microfiber”—both fringe and
center section constructed of 100 percent microfiber providing unmatched cleaning performance without any treatment
and “Double Sewn ‘Lock-Stitch’ Edge”—provides maximum
durability. For additional details about Nexstep Commercial
Products visit www.ocedarcommercial.com.

New Products listings are provided by
the manufacturers and suppliers and
selected by the editors for variety and
innovation. For more information or to
submit a New Products listing, e-mail
Gerry Van Treeck at gvtgvt@earthlink.net.
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